The pursuit of higher densities in binary storage media is facing serious operating limitations. In order to overcome these constraints, several multistate techniques have been investigated as alternatives. Here, we report on an approach to define multistate switching memory units based on magnetic nanostructures exhibiting exchange bias. Writing and reading conditions were studied in patterned antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic thin films. We establish the necessary and sufficient requirements for this multidigit memory concept that might open up new possibilities for the exploration and design of suitable room temperature spintronic devices. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
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The ever-increasing demand of storage capacity in electronic devices as hard drives and non-volatile solid state memories has pushed the bit feature size to critical limits. Limitations, such as the existence of a minimum volume for a magnetic bit due to superparamagnetic fluctuations, 1,2 high spin-torque current required for the magnetization switching of spin-transfer torque random access memories, 3 micrometersized filament formation and leakage currents in resistance switching memories, [4] [5] [6] polycrystalline structure in tunnel metal-oxide-semiconductor charge storage cells, 7 thermal fatigue of phase-change memory materials, 8 fluctuations of storing charges in floating-gate cells, 9 scaling constrictions in the manufacturing process, 10 and so on, compromise the miniaturization of binary unit cells of electronic products. In order to overcome these restrictions and increase the storage capacity, more capable mechanisms holding information in multistate digital elements (multidigits) have been proposed. Comparing with the two possible states "0" and "1" of a conventional binary digit (bit), a multidigit memory possesses multiple states which are steady enough to retain written information. For example, while up to 256 characters or numbers (2 8 ) can be encoded in a sequence of 8 bits, the same sequence of digits with five defined states each one can store up to 390 625 characters (5 8 ), that is, over 1500 times more than with binary digits. In general, units with N well-defined states can provide up to N p combinations in a sequence of p multidigit units. Achieving multidigit storage is still a great challenge and different multistate switching techniques have been investigated for the next-generation of high density storage media including magnetic domain walls and vortex states, 11, 35 organic thin-film field-effect transistors with memory effect, 12 nonlocal spin valve structure, 13 semiconducting nanowires, 14, 15 graphene nanostructures, 16, 17 magnetic tunnel junctions, 18, 19 local conductivity induced by scanning force microscopy, 20 and memory capacitors. 21 In this work, we describe an approach for control of the remanence state of antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic (AF/FM) nanostructures. This enables the design of multidigit switching elements. The magnetic moment of the nanostructure at zero magnetic field can be tuned at any value between positive and negative saturation magnetization (M S ). Tuning the remanent magnetization can alternatively be achieved in AF/FM bilayers by a demagnetization of the FM above the AFM N eel temperature (T N ), which splits the FM layer into opposite domains. 23, 36 However, the control of the remanent state proposed here relies on a different physical mechanism. The FM is always saturated by the cooling field (H FC ), and its magnitude controls the fraction of FM M S at zero field, below the AF T N . þM S and ÀM S usually define a binary digit, i.e., bits "0" and "1," but a fractional M S ratio would enable more than two states in the same unit. In AF/FM bilayers exhibiting exchange bias, a magnetization hysteresis loop centered about a nonzero magnetic field, H EB , after field cooling, can be set at any remanence state within 6 M S , stable in a wide range of temperature. 22 Such continuous thin films could support magnetic multistates as illustrated in Ref. 23 . Loop shifts opposite to [negative exchange bias (NEB)] or along [positive exchange bias (PEB)] the field direction can be generated depending on the magnitude of the cooling field. Each magnetic multistate requires the appropriate external cooling field, H FC , which provides the role of the writing field. Moreover, the magnitude of the writing field can be systematically tuned by lateral patterning of the thin film. 24, 25 AF/FM bilayers (AF ¼ FeF 2 , FM ¼ Ni, NiFe, Fe) were prepared by e-beam evaporation on single crystalline MgF 2 (110) as described earlier. 26 FeF 2 becomes AF below the N eel temperature T N ¼ 78 K whilst the FM Curie temperature is well above room temperature. FeF 2 grows epitaxially on MgF 2 and the FM is polycrystalline. 27 For these systems, two important features are essential to define multiple remanence states. First, there must be coexistence of PEB and NEB domains in a range of H FC . Second, both PEB and NEB domains must be larger than a certain critical size. 28, 29 Both attributes are responsible for the magnetic properties below T N . Figure 1 gives an example of the magnetic properties of these thin films showing five magnetic hysteresis loops below T N for different cooling fields. The MgF 2 /FeF 2 (70 nm)/Ni (20 nm)/Al (4 nm) bilayer is saturated above T N and then the sample is cooled in H FC below T N . For low H FC (0.5 kOe), a single NEB loop is obtained. The remanence state corresponds to the maximum magnetization, i.e., all spins in the sample are aligned along the positive external field direction. This magnetic state defines the digit 0. The second digit in conventional media, digit 1, corresponds to a spin arrangement with opposite magnetization. This magnetic configuration is achieved by cooling the bilayer below T N in a high H FC (10 kOe in Figure 1 ), which yields PEB loops with a full negative remanence. Full PEB requires an antiparallel AF-FM coupling through the interface to take place. Therefore, high enough H FC overcomes the antiparallel interaction between the FM and pinned uncompensated (PUC) AF spins, aligning both net magnetizations parallel during the cooling process. Since AF spins become frozen along the external field direction, the frustrated coupling with FM spins produces the FM magnetization reversal at positive fields. 30, 31 Multiple digits can be written at intermediate H FC . Thus, H FC ¼ 1.5 kOe defines digit 2 with half of the full magnetization, whilst H FC ¼ 3.0 kOe sets digit 3 with an equivalent magnitude but opposite sign. Digit 4 can be limited to a magnetic state with null magnetization (H FC ¼ 2.0 kOe). The intermediate cooling fields produce double hysteresis loops (DHLs), which consist of NEB and PEB subloops separated by a plateau. Stable plateaus of fractional saturation magnetization values are only possible in the "non-averaging" regime. 29 Microscopic fluctuations of the AF-FM coupling give rise to a bidomain state with the coexistence of NEB and PEB domains. 22 For AF domains larger than the FM ones, each FM domain experiences only one sign of interlayer coupling with the same average strength as opposite domains. This "non-averaging" regime yields two subloops with equal absolute magnitude of the exchange bias field (H EB ). The domain size ratio between two opposite AF domains, i.e., the remanence of a DHL, is determined by H FC . Higher H FC favors more uncompensated AF spins to be aligned with the external field, which increases the PEB domain size against NEB domains. In this way, a magnetic cell larger than two AF domains can hold multiple digits. The number of digits is limited by the possibility to distinguish different magnetic states, since any remanence value can be obtained by a proper H FC . Note that the relative AF-FM lateral domain size controls the appearance of DHLs. The epitaxial growth of FeF2 assures that we are in the non-averaging regime.
A superior control of multidigit cells can be achieved in patterned media. Multistate storage allows increasing the storage capacity without reducing feature dimensions because in the same area, an increased amount of information can be encoded. Moreover, it has been shown that patterned films into dots or antidots require lower H FC than continuous films to write the same digit. 24, 25 This may provide an additional advantage since it can bring the writing field into the useful range. Figure 2 illustrates the patterned nanostructures, in which the dependence of DHLs on H FC has been investigated. It should be noted that, in the case of circular dots, only the FM layer was patterned, keeping the AF slab as a continuous film, while square antidots were drilled through the full bilayer thickness, creating lateral faces in both the FM and AF materials.
FeF 2 /Ni dot arrays were fabricated by electron beam lithography and argon ion milling. 25 Ni dot diameters between 110 nm and 700 nm were patterned on FeF 2 . Figure 3 shows that the NEB and PEB loops exhibit strong size dependence below T N . Figure 3(a) shows an atomic force microscopy image of the dot arrays. Figures 3(b)-3(d) show magnetooptical hysteresis loops obtained from a 80 Â 80 lm 2 unpatterned film, and from arrays of 400 nm and 110 nm dot diameter, respectively. All loops were measured at 10 K for the same cooling field (H FC ¼ 5kOe). There is a significant dependence on feature size; the same H FC yields a full NEB loop for the continuous film, a DHL for the 400 nm dots and a full PEB loop for the 110 nm dots. Thus, the external field necessary to write a given digit decreases with feature size. Smaller patterned cells require lower cooling fields for switching multiple remanence states.
A remarkable lateral patterning effect was also found for antidot nanostructures. The magnetic characterization of these patterns was performed by magnetoresistance (MR) measurements that are more sensitive to the local magnetic configuration. 24 Photolithographic masks were used to prepare a series of 10 Â 90 lm 2 stripes of FeF 2 /Ni bilayers and to deposit gold electrodes. Square holes were fabricated by focused ion beam. The edge size was kept constant (200 nm) while the antidot density (AD) was increased from 0.07 to 0.24 (Figure 4(a) ). 24, 32 Figures 4(b)-4(d) show four-probe electrical resistance measurements for AD ¼ 0.07, 0.12, and 0.24, respectively. All the curves were measured at 4.2 K for the same cooling field, H FC ¼ 2.5 kOe. The magnitude of H EB can be extracted from the MR dip positions, at which the transverse component of the magnetization to the current flow is maximum and the electrical resistance is minimum. 33 Patterned antidot arrays show a similar dependence to the dot arrays. A mostly NEB curve is obtained for the lower antidot density (Figure 4(b) ), whilst the two minima in Figure 4 (c) reveal the coexistence of NEB and PEB with a larger proportion of NEB domains. For the same cooling field, a higher AD density gives rise to a single positively-shifted MR dip, i.e., the sample is in the full PEB state (Figure 4(d) ). This result demonstrates that the cooling field necessary for writing multiple digits decreases as the AD density increases.
Thus, we have established that lateral patterning of the AF/FM bilayers has striking effects on the onsets of the DHL and full PEB regimes, and therefore upon the writing fields of multidigits. For both dots and antidots, these effects show similar trends. The smaller the dot diameter or the higher the AD density the lower the cooling field required for writing the same digit. Both findings can be understood within the same picture: the role of the uncompensated spins artificially generated throughout the AF slab by nanostructuring. Figure 5 illustrates spin configurations yielding full PEB through the cross sections marked in Figure 2 for dots and antidots. Only pinned uncompensated AF spins are colored (compensated spins are not depicted). Blue arrows indicate PUC AF spins coupled to FM moments (gray arrows) at the interface. Red arrows correspond to PUC AF spins not coupled to the FM since they are not in direct contact. These "red" spins have artificially been created during the patterning process on the carved AF faces. All PUC spins (blue and red) depicted in Figure 5 belong to the same AF domain-volume that holds the same sign of EB. 22 Therefore, all of them must be oriented either antiparallel to the FM magnetization (yielding NEB) or parallel to the FM spins (yielding PEB) as in Figure 5 .
PEB occurs if during the cooling process the Zeeman energy (E Z ) of PUC AF spins overcomes the exchange energy (E ex ) at the AF/FM interface. In this case, uncompensated spins of the AF domain are aligned parallel to the external field. Thus, the Zeeman energy is proportional to the external field, H FC , and the net AF magnetization produced by interfacial spins (blue) and artificially generated spins that are not in direct contact with the FM (red). The exchange energy depends on the AF/FM interfacial area, i.e., the number of PUC AF spins at the interface. Therefore, the condition for PEB is
where the superscripts in and nc refer to interfacial (blue) and non-contact (red) AF spins, respectively. Notice that FM spins play no role in the energy balance since the FM is always saturated under the external H FC for both NEB and PEB.
The interfacial area decreases with the FM dot size, reducing therefore the exchange energy. However, the Zeeman energy that involves both interfacial and noncontact spins remains the same (Figure 5(a) ). Thus, a lower cooling field can be applied to overcome E in ex . For antidots, a higher AD generates more non-contact spins on the exposed AF faces carved in the holes ( Figure 5(b) ), which contribute to the Zeeman energy but not to the exchange energy. Consequently, E Z increases with respect to E ex , favoring PEB at lower cooling fields.
Recording technology involves two different processes, writing and reading. In this multidigit system, there is only a single writing process: applying H FC above T N to define the magnetic digit below T N . However, the digit readout can be performed by either using magnetometry or electrical resistance. Different remanence states of patterned nanostructures could be detected by local magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) or miniaturized superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) circuitry. These methods might be suitable for magnetic storage media. For non-volatile random access memories, electrical measurement is the common readout procedure. However, the resistance readout of magnetic multistate cells is not sensitive enough to the spin arrangement at remanence. The MR curves do not show a distinguishable plateau around H ¼ 0 for NEB, PEB, or DHLs, and the resistance values might not distinguish different digits (Figure 4) . The greatest MR variation between different digits is obtained around H EB , where the MR minima appear. Thus, if the readout is performed at H ¼ þH EB the resistance varies from the maximum value for digit 0 (full NEB) to the minimum one for digit 1 (full PEB) ( Figures  4(b) and 4(d) ). Multiple digits can be defined for resistance values in between corresponding to intermediate cooling fields. 34 Using these multidigit cells as resistance random access memory (RRAM) requires, therefore, an external field for the reading process but this field does not affect the stability of the stored digits around H ¼ 0.
In conclusion, this work presents a proof of concept on how magnetic multidigit units can be defined and controlled in patterned magnetic nanostructures with exchange bias. The main requisite is the coexistence of NEB and PEB domains yielding double hysteresis loops. Patterning allows a control of writing fields and design of multistate cells for memory units. Although multidigit ability has been demonstrated in a low temperature AF/FM system, this finding establishes necessary and sufficient conditions which allows extending these results to room temperature magnetic systems. This also shows the capability of exchange coupled nanostructures as a potential multidigit system, and opens new possibilities in AF/FM thin films and synthetic AF multilayers where antiparallel coupling can be attained through a non-magnetic spacer via indirect interaction.
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